Prepare your IT today for whatever happens tomorrow

Business continuity made possible with Citrix, Orion and Microsoft 365

Disruption happens

- 69% experience 41% complain

- 30% struggle with 24/7 secure access

- Only Citrix is officially certified to virtualize access to Office, Windows apps and more

- Organizations have pushed technology into the spotlight. Are your remote work capabilities and security policies for direct internet access with Edge and other apps implemented?

- Day 1 BCI Horizon Scan Report 2020

- Learn more
- Read about Citrix business continuity
- Talk to an expert

Citrix SD-WAN

- Increase in customer complaints
- 41%

- Inefficiency and time spent on unproductive tasks"

- Citrix SD-WAN optimizes Office apps and Teams network connectivity - included in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Access Gateway

Microsoft Teams

- The cornerstone of collaboration
- Fast and easy access
- Hands-off and 24/7 secure access

Microsoft 365

- Access to Office, SharePoint, and other apps
- Simplified administration means IT can respond in an instant

Citrix Workspace

- Secure access to Office, SharePoint, and other apps
- On-premise, virtualized, and by the cloud with 24/7 access to a virtual workspace from any endpoint device

Citrix Endpoint Management is a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cybersecurity Management Tools

Microsoft Azure

- Optimization of IT and business operations
- Rapid scaling and provisioning of infrastructures

Windows 10 virtual desktop, safely running in Azure power - securely accessible from any device.

Citrix Networking connects your at-home workforce with Azure and other apps and desktops to every worker type - task, knowledge, etc.

Microsoft Teams – The cornerstone of collaboration

- Face-to-face interactions may feel like a thing of the past, businesses need to bring meetings and calls back to life.

Microsoft 365

- Secure file access, sharing, and syncing of files regardless of where they are stored.

Zero-touch deployment in a virtual environment with new Azure deployments for infinite scale and elasticity

Hybrid cloud

- Fastest, most economical way to work together to make it easier, yet...